












CHRSTNS presents a spiritual and mythical world that invites us to explore the depths of our emotional connections and 
celebrate them through mesmerizing jewelry sculptures. These intricate pieces are not only aesthetically inspiring but also 

convey a timeless message of love, connection, and bond that surpasses mere words.
 

The jewelry designs of CHRSTNS utilize a hidden symbolism, much like the inner beauty and spirit that resides within us. The The jewelry designs of CHRSTNS utilize a hidden symbolism, much like the inner beauty and spirit that resides within us. The 
pieces conceal precious stones and incorporate hidden stairs and spaces that imbue the jewelry with life and energy. Each piece 
is unique, and with the choice of personal stones, the wearer can express their individuality and celebrate their relationships in 

a deeply meaningful way.
 

Steffie Christiaens, the founder and creative director of CHRSTNS, has conducted extensive research on human 
relationships and cultural heritage, going beyond the confines of fashion. Her experiences living among the dreamweavers of a relationships and cultural heritage, going beyond the confines of fashion. Her experiences living among the dreamweavers of a 
remote Southeast Asian tribe, along with her travels to India, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Lebanon, have inspired her to create 

limited edition jewelry pieces that are infused with soul.
 

CHRSTNS places a strong emphasis on the craft of jewelry-making and its impact on human relationships. This is reflected in 
Steffie's commitment to craftsmanship and the recycling of gold. She works closely with small workshops and craftsmen in 
Beirut, Lebanon, to experiment with unusual cuts and forms, while staying grounded in the fine jewelry tradition. Her 
contemporary and provocative designs carry a nostalgic charm that evokes the desire for escapism and travel.contemporary and provocative designs carry a nostalgic charm that evokes the desire for escapism and travel.

 
Each piece of CHRSTNS jewelry is created with love and care, using carefully-sourced diamonds, rough diamonds, opals, rubies, 

emeralds, spinels, sapphires, and recycled gold. The brand's jewelry is intended to be passed down through 
generations, as it captures the essence of unexpected and modest sculptures.



Ring Jagat

This meticulously crafted ring serves as a symbolic embodiment of the dynamic energy and celestial motion inherent within our galaxy. The 
spinning diamonds, in their perpetual movement, invite an elegant dance, resonating in harmony with the cosmic rhythms that surround us.



















Amar Beryl pendants

Keeping close that what you are grateful for. Surrender it and give it attention.
Amar verb [transitive] /a'mar/ gostar muito deto love, to adore “immortal” or “eternal” (from Sanskrit “amar/अमर”) and “long-lived”, “alive”, 
“one who lives a prosperous long life”



Banu Lucis Ring

The light house tower ring is guiding us back to our truest selves, our truest essence, which is love.
In the heart of this geometric sculpture we can find the pure light. A second ring holding a radiant diamant can be kept safely in the Banu Lucis 
Tower Ring or can be worn seperately.











Paradise Road Series

Embarking upon the ethereal journey of the Paradise Road Series, a collection of meticulously handcrafted jewels, where a single line unfolds 
into infinity. Within this poetic design lies the profound narrative of liberation—an ode to the boundless freedom that awaits within the still, 
serene mind.



Ring Reverence

In the embodiment of this ring, eternity finds its poetic resonance. Originating from the delicate setting of the diamond, a mesmerizing journey 
unfolds—a perpetual movement tracing an infinite path back to the very heart of the diamond. In this artful dance, the ring becomes a timeless 
emblem, symbolizing the eternal cycle of beauty and significance.







Paradise Road Series

Within the ethereal confines of the Paradise Road Series, luminescent sculptures grace the celestial canvas, composed of several rings that 
echo the cosmic ebb and flow. At the heart of this poetic ensemble, a singular moving ring takes center stage, cradling seven diamonds.. 
Within this symphony of design, a profound narrative unfurls—a tale of liberation, an ode to the limitless freedom that emerges 
within the tranquil confines of the still, serene mind.



Ring Etreinte

A classic band with diamond, immersed in profound symbolism. Various facets of two stones intimately face each other, delicately caressing 
the skin, imbuing a distinctive energy. This ring is a canvas for personal symbolism, where each chosen stone bestows a unique meaning, 
weaving a tapestry of individual narratives into this bespoke jewel.



Earring Bond in Bliss

A symbolic representation of a relationship manifested through an open knot. A bound that gracefully intertwines the values of an individual,
nestled within the gentle embrace of trust and love, creating an eternal connection.



Ring Pyra

A floating fire opal tenderly held by a band of diamonds, its open and crossing design symbolizing embracement.





Ring Lustrare

A deliberate absence of a central stone unveils an internal allure, inviting contemplation. From certain perspectives, diamonds or rubies 
delicately shimmer within, symbolizing that true beauty resides within, waiting to reveal its brilliance.



Padme Ring

“Behold the jewel in the lotus”
A re-interpretation of the chevalière ring hiding a praying wheel inside. The praying band holds twelve diamonds or twelve saphhires. 









Soronder Series

A visual ode to the beauty of embracing. Each piece pays homage to the art of enveloping, capturing the elegance and significance of giving 
focused attention to the core elements that define our lives.



New Tales Series

For the new era, this distinctive line of jewelry articulates a clandestine language—an intricate code crafted from abstract symbols 
inspired by the enigmatic elegance of Egyptian hieroglyphs. All pendants of this series have a little door and a tiny space to conceal your 
deepest secrets.
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Praesentia Series

In this artisanal jewelry series, the essence of the present moment is artfully encapsulated, threading the past and the future within a single 
line of precious metal. The past, rendered through hammered, irregular textures bearing traces of fire, harmonizes with the future—clean, 
sleek, and polished—a seamless continuum of craftsmanship that transcends temporal boundaries.
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